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In this paper, I ask how rule- consequentialism might adapt to very adverse futures. In particular, I ask whether 
moderate liberal consequentialism can survive into broken futures and/or futures where humanity faces imminent 
extinction. In Sections 1, 2, and 3, I introduce rule- consequentialism, extend it to future people, and apply it to 
broken futures. These sections largely recap existing debates in the literature. In Section 4, I outline a new ending 
world thought experiment. In Section 5, I explain why this case challenges rule- consequentialism, and I briefly ask 
how rule- consequentialism might respond.

1  | HOOKER' S RULE-  CONSEQUENTIALISM

In Hooker's rule- consequentialism, an action is permissible if someone who had internalised the ideal code would 
feel morally free to perform that act— where the ideal code is the set of rules whose internalization by (nearly) 
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everyone in the next generation would produce the best consequences (Hooker, 2000, p. 32; cf. Mulgan, 2001, 
pp. 53– 103; 2006, pp. 130– 160; 2015; 2017; 2020a).1 Rule- consequentialism sees morality as a collective enter-
prise. Its fundamental questions are: “What if we did that?”, and “How should we live?”

Rule- consequentialism is a two- stage theory. We first directly evaluate the ideal moral code— the code whose 
widespread internalisation in a new generation would best promote the good. We then assess acts indirectly: the 
right act is the act that would be performed by someone who had internalised that code.

Hooker argues that rule- consequentialism delivers a moderate moral theory that is consistent with (and 
helps to explain) our considered moral judgements. Indeed, Hooker argues that “the best argument for rule con-
sequentialism is that it does a better job than its rivals of matching and tying together our moral convictions” 
(Hooker, 2000, p. 101).

Rule- consequentialism unites two distinct appealing moral perspectives: consequentialism and liberal 
moderation.

1. Consequentialism. On the one hand, rule- consequentialism is consequentialist. We choose the ideal code 
that best promotes human well- being into the far distant future. Rule- consequentialism embraces temporal 
impartiality— arguably one of the defining commitments of the consequentialist or utilitarian tradition. We 
cannot discount future well- being just because it occurs in the future.2

Impartial consequentialism is notoriously very demanding. If we embrace temporal impartiality, then rule- 
consequentialism might be even more demanding. If we judge consequences in temporally impartial terms, giving 
equal weight to all generations, then our ideal code threatens to impose great sacrifices on present people to 
provide very small benefits to very many future people.

Rule- consequentialism tries to side- step demandingness. This brings us to our second distinctive feature.

1. Liberal Moderation. Rule- consequentialists promise a moderate liberal alternative to act- consequentialism 
(Hooker, 2000, pp. 159– 175; Mulgan, 2006, pp. 130– 160). Moral codes that are too demanding, imper-
sonal, or alien could not be effectively internalised by human beings or handed down the generations. 
Rule- consequentialists argue (i) that rule- consequentialism recognises a broad sphere of personal moral 
freedom where agents are free to not maximally promote the good, and (ii) that (notwithstanding rule- 
consequentialism's foundational commitment to impersonal value) the ideal code may also include person- 
affecting principles, non- consequentialist distinctions such as the distinction between doing and allowing, 
priority to actual people over future people, and a rejection of moral or social coercion.

How do rule- consequentialists combine impartial consequentialism with liberal moderation? One trick, as I 
have just mentioned, is to emphasise the costs of getting any very demanding or alienating code actually internal-
ised by (or taught to) a new generation of human beings. As Hooker points out, these are not one- off costs borne 
only by the first generation— they are borne in turn by every generation who must internalise a very demanding 
code. This move is key to Hooker's argument that rule- consequentialism does not make unreasonable demands in 
relation to the needs of distant strangers (Hooker, 2000, pp. 159– 175).

Human nature is not infinitely plastic. Any plausible code that promotes value when taught to, and internalised 
by, a population of real human beings will include many familiar moral dispositions and distinctions such as honesty, 

 1In this paper, I omit a number of nuances in Hooker's original view, and in the various versions of rule- consequentialism I have developed in 
response to that view, that are not relevant to the discussion here.

 2We can discount for uncertainty or diminishing marginal utility— but the latter only makes sense if future people will be better- off. In a broken 
future, where future people are worse- off, future interests may count for more than our own.
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generosity, promise- keeping, courage, murder- aversion, and so on. People who internalise the ideal code will not 
walk callously past children drowning in ponds, take pleasure in the sufferings of others, or reject the basic goods 
of human life. Rule- consequentialism thus avoids collapse into act consequentialism— things do not go best overall 
if everyone constantly tries to maximise the good! (Hooker, 2000, pp. 93– 100).

A second rule- consequentialist trick is to clearly distinguish between rule- consequentialism's foundational 
values— which we use to evaluate and select the ideal code— and the values internal to that ideal code itself. Rule- 
consequentialism is foundationally impartial— everyone's well- being counts for one, and no one counts for more 
than one. But foundational impartiality does not entail substantive impartiality. The code that best- promotes im-
partial value need not itself tell people to always behave impartially or to embrace impartiality in their daily lives. 
Rule- consequentialists argue that things go better— from an impartial perspective— if everyone gives priority to 
their own interests, values, and relationships.

I have argued elsewhere that this separation of foundation value from internal value allows rule- consequentialists 
to side- step controversial questions about their foundational values (Mulgan, 2006, pp. 142– 146). In particular, 
rule- consequentialism can be agnostic about well- being. We can identify the ideal code without settling perennial 
debates about what makes human lives worth living, because the same flexible, moderate, liberal code will pro-
mote future well- being whatever well- being turns out to be. (As I will argue in Section 2, this separation is also key 
to the rule- consequentialist response to controversies about the aggregation of well- being.)

Rule- consequentialism is thus less counterintuitive and demanding than act- consequentialism. On the other 
hand, rule- consequentialism has resources to critique both common- sense morality and actual current moral prac-
tice. It is not difficult to find areas— most notably attitudes to distant strangers— where our current collective ethi-
cal practice is sub- optimal. A more demanding code (where failure to donate greater sums to charity was regarded 
as a moral failing) would produce better results.

Divergence from common- sense morality is even more likely in intergenerational ethics, for two reasons. First, 
it is much harder to identify “our current moral code”. People disagree strongly about what (if anything) we owe to 
distant future people. Second, our current moral code has lead to (or at least failed to prevent) collective patterns 
of behaviour that are clearly sub- optimal in their impact on the distant future. Surely there is some alternative that 
would produce better expected long- term results!

2  | RULE-  CONSEQUENTIALISM AND FUTURE PEOPLE

Hooker's original discussion is confined to our obligations to present people. My 2006 book Future People devel-
ops a rule- consequentialist account of our obligations to future generations. I concede that the intergenerational 
ideal code is more demanding than commonsense morality— and certainly more demanding than our actual moral 
practice. But I also argue that rule- consequentialism still delivers an optimistic liberal ethic, where maximum fu-
ture well- being is consistent with widespread freedom, including procreative freedom.

Act- consequentialist procreative ethics is notoriously counter- intuitive— threatening to impose a blanket obli-
gation to have as many children as one can, to ensure that one's children's lives are maximally good, or to forego 
procreation altogether if one's resources would do more good devoted to meeting the needs of existing people. 
By contrast, I argue in Future People that someone who had internalised the ideal code would not feel obliged to 
create the happiest children she possibly could— let alone the possible children whose existence would maximise 
other people's happiness (Mulgan, 2006, pp. 172– 173).

More generally, I argue that rule- consequentialism accommodates the following intuitively plausible principles:

1. Wrongness. It is wrong to gratuitously create a child whose life either contains nothing but suffering, 
or is much worse than it could have been (Mulgan, 2006, p. 5).
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2. Liberty: People should enjoy broad moral, practical, political, social, and legal freedom to choose when, with 
whom, in what way, and how often they procreate. This includes a permission not to have children, even if 
one could (at comparatively little cost to oneself) create people whose lives were extremely worth living 
(Mulgan, 2006, pp. 134– 135).

The conjunction of Wrongness and Liberty ensures that rule- consequentialism respects a moderate version 
of the much- discussed “Procreative Asymmetry” (See, e.g., Chappell, 2017; Roberts, 2011). This moderate asym-
metry holds that our reasons not to create bad lives are much stronger than our reasons to create good lives. Even 
if rule- consequentialists recognise some reason to create new people whose lives will be very good, they still 
typically deny that this reason is as strong as our reason not to create a new person whose life is not worth living.

1. Moderate Obligations: Parents' obligations to their children are much stronger than their obligations to 
strangers, close friends, or other relatives. But parents also enjoy broad moral freedom to raise their 
children as they see fit, and there is no overriding obligation to maximise the quality of one's child's 
life.

2. Liberal Population Policy: There is no exact “optimal” population size, and the population can be kept within 
desirable upper and lower bounds by social policy incentives and nudges rather than by legal, social, or moral 
coercion.

3. Gender Equality: Liberal societies will guarantee gender equality in both private and public life.

In Future People, I also, largely implicitly, defend two claims about the autonomy of rule- consequentialist pro-
creative ethics:

1. First Autonomy Claim: Procreative liberty is not, in practice, limited by the Disaster Avoidance Motivation. 
Hooker adds this motivation to ensure that the ideal code does not lead to disaster in our (non- ideal) 
real world. It says (very roughly): “Follow the rest of the ideal code except when this would lead to 
disaster, in which case do whatever is necessary to avoid disaster” (Hooker, 2000, pp. 98– 9). My First 
Autonomy Claim insists that the extreme emergency measures demanded by the ideal code do not include 
an obligation either to have children, or to not have children, or to treat one's children in otherwise 
unacceptable ways.

2. Second Autonomy Claim: The following two liberal consequentialist goals are consistent and independent: (a) 
guaranteeing gender equality; and (b) securing procreative liberty. In other words, we can ensure an acceptable 
future population size without placing any additional limits on procreative freedom.

The idea that procreative ethics is autonomous— that procreative freedom is not subordinated to impersonal 
values or third- party interests— has strong intuitive appeal. The challenge is to reconcile this autonomy with rule- 
consequentialism's foundational commitment to promoting impartial value.

The rule- consequentialist case for procreative freedom has two main inspirations. The first is Hooker's ob-
servation that rule- consequentialism's central question is not “What if everyone did that?” but rather “What if 
everyone felt free to do that?” Here is Hooker's own explanation:

Suppose my nephew tells me he refuses to have children. If everyone refuses to have children, the 
human species will die out. This would be a disastrous consequence. But it is irrelevant to the mo-
rality of my nephew's decision. What is relevant is that everyone's feeling free not to have children 
will not lead to the extinction of the species. Plenty of people who do not feel obligated to have 
children nevertheless want to— and, if free to do so, will. Thus, there is no need for a moral obliga-
tion to have children. (Hooker, 2000, p. 177)
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The second inspiration is a familiar liberal utilitarian argument going back to J. S. Mill. Freedom is significantly 
better for the present generation than any alternative. Each successive generation, in its turn, enjoys the benefits 
of freedom. Therefore, procreative freedom can only fail to maximise well- being if some alternative would produce 
much greater total well- being for some later generation. But this is extremely unlikely (Mulgan, 2006, chapter six; 
Sen, 1999). We can consistently describe possible illiberal regimes which, if perfectly obeyed by a human population, 
would produce better consequences than the haphazard results of procreative liberty. However, whether these illib-
eral rules could ever be successfully internalised by— or taught to— a new generation of human moral agents is another 
matter.

Rule- consequentialism is comparative. It does not claim that an ideal code that respects procreative freedom 
will do a great job of promoting future well- being. It merely claims that such a code does a better job than any 
feasible, internalisable, teachable illiberal alternative. (As I will argue in Section 5, however, in ending futures, rule- 
consequentialism must also show that it does a good enough job of promoting future well- being.)

Earlier, I argued that we should separate rule- consequentialism's foundational values from the values inter-
nal to the ideal code. This separation comes to the fore in future ethics, where it allows rule- consequentialism 
to largely side- step the intractable debates about aggregation and axiology that dominate contemporary util-
itarian future ethics. To take the most famous example, rule- consequentialism responds to Parfit's notorious 
Repugnant Conclusion by allowing us to simultaneously agree with the total utilitarian claim that world Z is 
better than world A, while also agreeing with the common- sense view that there is no obligation to transform 
an existing A- world into a Z- world (Parfit, 1984, pp. 381– 390) I have argued elsewhere that, to avoid the re-
pugnant conclusion, rule- consequentialism should combine total utilitarian foundational values with a lexical 
ideal code (Mulgan, 2006, chapter three; cf. Griffin, 1986, pp. 85– 90). Future people who have internalised the 
moral code whose widespread internalisation would maximise total happiness across all future generations will 
set a lexical threshold below which they will not allow their own lives, the lives of their contemporaries, or the 
lives of their descendants to fall.

Why should we expect the ideal code to take this lexical form? Lexical thresholds capture the central liberal 
utilitarian idea that everyone enjoys greater security— and hence higher well- being— if each enjoys a privileged 
moral sphere where their interests are secure against the incursions of the utilitarian reason to promote the good. 
Moral codes with lexical thresholds are thus superior to similar codes that permit widespread trade- offs between 
the welfare of different individuals. And this remains true even if we measure comparative superiority solely in 
terms of total well- being, and then select the ideal code that maximises total well- being. We can generate a lexical 
threshold within our ideal code without (controversially) building it into our foundational values.

Once this lexical threshold is in place for contemporaries, it is naturally extended to future generations. The 
ideal code presumably tells parents to ensure that their existing children enjoy lives above the lexical threshold. It 
would be psychologically odd to feel obliged to do this for one's existing children, and yet, at the same time, feel 
free to gratuitously create a child whose life fell below that level.

More generally: Moral codes that explicitly discount the interests of future or possible people are less reliable 
at promoting total future well- being than codes that encourage present people to be as temporally impartial as they 
can.

I conclude in Future People that, once we factor- in risk and uncertainty, the ideal code will include the following 
procreative ethical principle:

The Flexible Lexical Rule. Reproduce if and only if you want to, so long as you are reasonably sure that 
your child will enjoy a life above the lexical level, and very sure that the risk of your child falling below 
the zero level is very small. (Mulgan, 2006, p. 174)

This rule is very vague. Much depends on how we interpret the italicised phrases: reasonably sure; above the lexical 
level; very sure; below the lexical level; very small. However, as Hooker argues, vagueness is often a strength in our 
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ideal code, rather than a weakness. As Hooker says: “Rule consequentialists are as aware as anyone that figuring out 
whether a rule applies can require not merely attention to detail, but also sensitivity, imagination, interpretation, and 
judgement.” (Hooker, 2000, p. 88) Factoring- in the impact of our ideal code in distant generations in different possible 
futures only increases the need for sensitive judgement.

3  | RULE-  CONSEQUENTIALISM FOR BROKEN FUTURES

Imagine someone who has previously enjoyed affluent conditions, who has internalised the ideal code, and 
who is now suddenly confronted by very restricted circumstances where their current lexical level— the mini-
mal threshold they set for themselves, their contemporaries, and their descendants— is no longer available. Rule- 
consequentialists have three possible responses: inflexibility, disaster avoidance, and relativism.

1. Inflexibility: We could continue to apply our existing affluent procreative rules. If no one can be 
confident that their future child would live above the lexical level (as currently defined), then per-
haps no one should procreate. If everyone follows this rule, then humanity will become immediately 
extinct.

2. Disaster Avoidance: Hooker's disaster avoidance motivation trumps procreative freedom. If an unsustainable 
future population is a disaster, procreation could then become either obligatory (if the population would other-
wise be too small), or forbidden (if it would otherwise be too large).3

3. Relativism: The relativist alternative builds changing social circumstances explicitly into our ideal code. Our 
description of when procreation is permitted might itself incorporate a relativised or context- dependent lexi-
cal level.

Inflexibility is not a crazy view. There are no doubt some situations where humanity should allow itself to 
become extinct. And non- consequentialists can certainly argue that, if one's personal situation is too constrained, 
then one ought not to have children. However, inflexibility is not a plausible response for consequentialists. If the 
next generation would enjoy lives that were worth living, then any ideal code that promotes future well- being 
must encourage procreation. Rule- consequentialists must therefore choose between Relativism and Disaster 
Avoidance.

As a general response to changing future circumstances, rule- consequentialism should favour Relativism over 
Disaster Avoidance (Mulgan, 2006, pp. 315– 318). Relativism is easier to comply with, psychologically health-
ier, and more likely to produce a well- adjusted, morally- motivated future population. People living in a post- 
catastrophe world should see their lives, not as unacceptable- but- required- for- the- survival- of- humanity, but rather 
as worthwhile- in- their- situation. We do not maximise future well- being by raising a new generation who see their 
world as a catastrophic emergency where “the normal moral rules do not apply”, especially if these ‘new’ condi-
tions may persist for many generations.

In Future People, I argued that Relativism enables a liberal ideal code to survive into undesirable futures. However, 
more recently, I have begun to doubt my own earlier optimism. In my 2011 book Ethics for a Broken World, I explore a 
future broken by climate change, where a chaotic climate makes life precarious, each generation is worse- off than the 
last, Rawlsian favourable conditions no longer apply, and our affluent way of life is no longer an option (Mulgan, 2011. 
cf. Mulgan, 2015, 2017. On Rawlsian favourable conditions, see Rawls, 1971, p. 178). This is one credible future. 
No- one can reasonably be confident that it will not happen. When we evaluate competing moral codes, we must 

 3This is a collective analogue of Hooker's original Disaster Avoidance rule. My individual decision not to have children (because I cannot offer my 
future child a life above my current lexical level) will not lead to disaster. But our collective refusal to have children leads to immediate extinction— 
which many regard as a great moral disaster.
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consider the possibility that future generations will inhabit a broken world. The result may be a more pessimistic rule- 
consequentialist ideal code that is much more revisionist and demanding, and where individual moral freedom (and 
especially procreative freedom) is much more constrained.

I argue in Ethics for a Broken World and elsewhere that the ethical outlook of a broken future society might 
differ from our own in a number of surprising ways (Mulgan, 2011, 2015, 2017). Our affluent liberal ethic of in-
dividual rights and freedoms, designed for a world of enduring favourable conditions, is particularly ill- suited to a 
broken world. In particular, in that broken future, scarcity of material resources (especially water) and an unpre-
dictable climate create periodic population bottlenecks where not everyone can survive. (This is what the loss of 
Rawlsian favourable conditions means.) When nothing (not even bare survival) can be guaranteed to everyone, 
rights must either be abandoned or radically reinvented. Social survival in a broken world may require restrictions 
on personal liberty on a scale that people have only previously accepted in times of war or other temporary crisis. 
Private land and individual labour might be requisitioned to grow food; the use of fossil fuels for private purposes 
might be severely curtailed; and individual lifestyle choices might be much more tightly regulated and constrained 
than we would accept.

The rule- consequentialist case for procreative freedom is especially vulnerable in a broken future, because it 
faces two opposite threats. On the one hand, the widespread exercise of procreative freedom might push the pop-
ulation beyond what is sustainable given the scarce and fluctuating resources of a broken future. The next gener-
ation might have too many children. On the other hand, if bearing and raising children becomes too burdensome, 
difficult, or dangerous— or if one's own children's life- prospects seem too bleak— then a new generation who feel 
morally free to not procreate at all may have too few children. This could yield an unsustainably small population 
and usher in immediate human extinction.

Non- utilitarian liberals struggle to make sense of this transition. Some bite the bullet— and insist that extinction 
cannot be avoided at the price of individual procreative liberty. By contrast, utilitarianism adapts to new circum-
stances, as its ideal moral outlook includes an underlying disposition to re- interpret or re- imagine one's moral 
commitments to ensure that human civilization continues. In particular, future people might respond to a broken 
future by revising their notion of a lexical level or introducing a new obligation to procreate when the survival of 
humanity is at stake.

For rule- consequentialists, exploring the ethics of possible futures is not a purely theoretical exercise. The 
broken future ethic must influence our present ethic (Mulgan, 2015). Rule- consequentialism connects present 
obligations to future ethics. How do we determine our present ethical standards? By discovering the moral code 
it would be best for everyone to internalise in the next generation. And we select that code, in part, because of 
its impact on the further future. The optimal (future) moral code determines present rightness. This is not an ar-
bitrary or ad hoc manoeuvrevor a device to gerrymander a moral code to fit our actual intuitions. It also has a 
principled justification. As I said at the start, rule- consequentialists embrace temporal impartiality. The welfare 
of future people matters as much as our own. We cannot reasonably insist on privileges and permissions that our 
descendants cannot enjoy. If they might face the harsh choices of a broken future, then perhaps we should too. 
Rule- consequentialism is a self- consciously forward- looking theory. It proceeds on the assumption that our most 
important moral focus is the future, and invites us to embrace its demanding future ethic as our own contempo-
rary moral ideal.

4  | A BLE AK THOUGHT E XPERIMENT

I now introduce a new thought experiment:
The Ending World: Scientists are agreed on the following grim facts. A cataclysmic event, caused by hitherto 

unknown physical processes, has produced cosmic rays that are spreading throughout the galaxy. These rays 
will pass through our solar system two hundred years from now. Fortunately, cosmic rays travel slower than the 
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speed of light, so we can observe their impact on other star systems. Unfortunately, that impact is very negative. 
Cosmic rays destroy everything in their path. When cosmic rays hit, in two centuries' time, life on earth will be ex-
tinguished. There is no way to avoid this, nor can we hope to outrun the cosmic rays. (Although they travel slower 
than light, they travel much faster than any feasible mode of human interstellar travel.)

Humanity thus faces unavoidable and imminent extinction, but not immediate extinction. This raises three im-
mediate questions: (1) Why human extinction? (2) Why unavoidable extinction? (3) Why imminent- but- not- immediate 
extinction? (Why the two- hundred year delay?)

Philosophers should think about threats of human extinction for two reasons. First, such threats are plausible 
and non- negligible. Second, ethical theories that cope with comparisons between different inhabited futures may 
struggle to cope with choices between an inhabited future and an empty future.4

Why make extinction unavoidable? My original cosmic rays thought experiment involved a realistic possibility 
of escape, via generation starships, at a very high present cost (Mulgan, 2020b). We can either face imminent ex-
tinction or escape to the stars. I use that disjunctive thought experiment to explore the gaps between contractu-
alism and consequentialism. Launching generation starships is bad for most people who are currently alive, but it 
(hopefully) enables many more people to live in the further future. Indeed, we can construct imaginary cases 
where not launching starships would be better for everyone who ever lives, even though launching them would 
produce much greater total future welfare. Contractualists then cannot launch starships— no matter how great the 
potential payoff; while consequentialists must launch— no matter how low the probability of success or how great 
the present cost (Mulgan, 2020b).5

I now think that, in order to understand the values at stake in the starship thought experiment, and in existen-
tial risk scenarios more broadly, we must first think through the stay- at- home alternative. If humanity really did 
have only two centuries left, what might those centuries be like? This is why my ending world thought experiment 
stipulates unavoidable extinction.

Finally: Why imminent- but- not- immediate extinction? In two recent books, Samuel Scheffler explores immedi-
ate human extinction via two imaginary cases: a doomsday scenario where the world will be destroyed 30 days after 
my death, and an infertility scenario where everyone on earth becomes infertile (Scheffler, 2013, 2018). Immediate 
human extinction is already on the philosophical agenda. Why add my thought experiment to Scheffler's? Why 
talk about a slowly ending world? What does the extra two hundred years add?

I present a (very) full answer to this question in my next book— Philosophy for the End of the World (Mulgan, forth-
coming). Here is a slightly shorter answer. Scheffler's primary interest is the role that future generations play in our 
present actual evaluative lives. This present- focus has two sides. First, for Scheffler, the plausibility or likelihood of his 
scenarios is largely irrelevant. Conceivability is sufficient for his purposes. Second, alongside other threats like as-
teroid collision, runaway artificial intelligence, rogue nanotechnology, and so on, Scheffler's scenarios are commonly 
treated, in the philosophical debate, not as futures we could adapt to, but instead as nightmare scenarios to be avoided 
at all costs. By contrast, the two- century timeframe for inevitable human extinction makes my thought experiment 
both more plausible and more interesting. My slowly ending world is a place where future people might live— both 
because it might happen, and because it lasts long enough that people must adjust to living there. If people knew they 
had two centuries left, we can ask what they might, would, or should do in that ending future. Our descendants might 
face real threats of imminent- but- not- immediate extinction. We must teach them a moral code that offers useful 
advice regarding such threats.

 4My inspiration here is Parfit's famous arguments (a) that person- affecting theories designed for Same People Choices cannot cope with Different 
People Choices; and (b) that theories of aggregation designed for Same Number comparisons collapse into incoherence in Different Number ones 
(Parfit, 1984, pp. 351– 441).

 5The Starship Futures case thus challenges Parfit's controversial argument that (the best form of) rule- consequentialism delivers the same set of 
moral principles as (the best forms of) both Scanlonian and Kantian Contractualism (Parfit, 2011/2017, volume one, pp. 244– 253).
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5 | RULE- CONSEQUENTIALISM AT HUMANITY'S END

How should rule- consequentialists think about life in the ending world? One lesson I draw from my own earlier 
work is that applying rule- consequentialism to new possible futures is not just a matter of adding extra that- 
future- specific rules to a pre- existing code. The ideal code for an ending world is not Hooker's ideal code + some 
optimistic future rules + some broken- future- specific rules + some extinction- specific rules. On the contrary, 
each transition obliges us to rethink the entire ideal code. Broken and empty futures are especially problem-
atic because rule- consequentialism's two central commitments conflict. Consequentialist temporal impartiality 
threatens to generate significant demands that undermine rule- consequentialism's liberal moderation. In this sec-
tion, I outline some general challenges raised by this thought experiment (Sections 5.1 and 5.2), explain why it 
raises particular difficulties for rule- consequentialism (Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5), and then sketch one ambitious 
rule- consequentialist response (Section 5.6).

5.1 | The Ponzi pessimism challenge

Humanity will end. Some generation will inhabit an ending world. As Mark Johnston points out in a review of 
Scheffler's book Death and the Afterlife, there is therefore something odd about arguing from the premise that 
it is undesirable to belong to the last human generation to the conclusion that we ought to continue the human 
story (Johnston, 2014). Extinction cannot be avoided; it can only be postponed. We cannot remove the burden of 
last- generation- hood. We can only avoid that burden for ourselves by passing it down the line to some unspecified 
future generation. Johnston likens this generational buck- passing to continuing a Ponzi scheme. We easily forget 
the inevitability of extinction, because the last generation is lost in the mists of (future) time. In my ending world, 
the Ponzi challenge cannot be ignored.

Johnston's Ponzi challenge brings us to pessimism. Pessimists argue that life is too bad— either meaningless or 
not worth living. Ending pessimists argue that, although life is not too bad now, the loss of the human future would 
be enough to make life too bad; while last generation pessimists argue that life is meaningless (or not worth living) 
in the last generation.

Many pessimists endorse anti- natalism. It is wrong to create a new person because their life will (predictably) 
be too bad. The present human generation should be the last. Ending anti- natalists argue that it is particularly 
wrong to bring a child into an ending world.

What is lost in the ending world is future- directed meaning. Scheffler argues that even our most present- 
focused projects presuppose an ongoing background of traditions, values, or relationships that extend into the 
future (Scheffler, 2013, 2018). Last generation pessimists insist that the loss of all future- directed meaning makes 
life meaningless at humanity's end. Ending pessimists extend this critique, arguing that future- directed meaning 
is lost even earlier. Our current values require an indefinite human future. Secular replacements for a personal af-
terlife (such as J. S. Mill's hope that we can “live on in the ongoing rush of humanity”) are undermined by imminent 
extinction.

5.2 | Multigenerational optimism

The opponents of pessimism are optimists. Theological optimists cite supernatural or transcendent values that 
are immune to human extinction. Presentists find sufficient meaning in present pleasures and achievements, or in 
care for others and compassion for their suffering (Frankfurt, 2013; Wolf, 2013). Multigenerational optimists take 
a middle- road. They agree with Scheffler that for us meaning, well- being, and making sense of our projects and 
traditions all require future generations who continue those projects and traditions. Meaning is lost in Scheffler's 
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doomsday and infertility scenarios. If we were the last generation, then our lives would be meaningless. However, 
multigenerationalists insist that the loss of future- directed meaning is a contingent feature of the way we have been 
raised or acculturated, rather than an essential feature of the human condition. People living at the start of the ending 
world could raise new generations for whom meaning, well- being, and value were not dependent on the existence 
of any (further) future people.

While presentists seek solace in the present; and pessimists argue that no solace can be found; multigen-
erationalists pin our hopes on collaboration with future people. This assumes that there can be future people. 
Multigenerationalism requires procreative permissibility. Multigenerationalists must reject anti- natalism.

Philosophers have proposed many different standards of procreative permissibility. In Philosophy for an Ending 
World, I argue that the case for procreative freedom in the ending world is strongest if we can both (a) remove 
the harm of lost future- directed meaning altogether; and also (b) ensure that the last generation are no worse- off 
than previous generations. I then argue that only Multigenerationalism can meet these two demanding conditions. 
Multigenerationalism thus offers the most robust defence of procreative freedom (Mulgan, forthcoming).

Multigenerationalism seeks, not only to compensate future people for lost meaning, but also to reinvent the 
very kind of meaning that has been lost. We take an existing future- directed tradition and (gradually) re- orient 
it toward the present and the past. If this reorientation succeeds, then the last generation suffer no harm at 
all, because they still enjoy the same kind of meaning that, for us, is inextricably connected to the human fu-
ture. (I dub this broader category of meaning, of which future- directed meaning is merely one kind, “generation- 
transcendent” meaning.)

5.3 | Does rule- consequentialism collapse into incoherence at humanity's end?

Multigenerationalism is very ambitious. Its controversial claims need support. I will close this article by arguing 
that rule- consequentialism mutually supports multigenerationalism (Section 5.6). Rule- consequentialism works 
best if multigenerationialism is correct, and rule- consequentialism supports the multigenerational perspective. 
Before I present this argument, I first explain why my slowly ending world raises particular difficulties for rule- 
consequentialism (Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5).

One obvious problem is that rule- consequentialism presupposes future generations. In the last generation, in 
particular, we cannot identify the ideal code by asking what would happen if each competing code were internal-
ised by a new generation. Does not rule- consequentialism collapse into incoherence at humanity's end?

Rule- consequentialism can sidestep this objection— replacing the possible future with the hypothetical present 
or past. Past: What moral code should our parents have taught us? Present: If we could step outside our own cur-
rent moral outlook, what would be the best outlook for us to adopt? These three questions (past, present, and 
future) converge in “normal” times. But they diverge when circumstances change rapidly. In the last generation, 
where the future- directed question breaks- down altogether, rule- consequentialists can still ask past-  or present- 
directed questions.

5.4 | The tyranny of the past

Unfortunately, another challenge to rule- consequentialism is harder to avoid. The demandingness objection to 
rule- consequentialism is especially troubling when few agents can, at great cost to themselves, promote the well- 
being of many patients. Rule- consequentialism will then demand that a few rich people make great sacrifices to 
raise a very large number of poor people out of abject poverty, or that comparatively few present people make 
great sacrifices to provide small benefits to vast numbers of future people (Hooker, 2003; Mulgan, 2001, pp. 
90– 98).
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The last generation face a new tyranny of the past. One principal motivation for multigenerationalism is the 
thought that the chance to bring the human story to a satisfactory end is a rich (and potentially irreplaceable) 
source of meaning in the last generation. But this present meaning is grounded in past meaning. By bringing the 
human story to a good end, we enrich our own lives because we complete the lives of past generations who built their 
lives around this multigenerational project.

However, once we factor- in the posthumous interests of past people, those interests threaten to swap all the 
present interests of living people. This tyranny of the past threatens rule- consequentialism's central commitments 
to liberal moderation and agnosticism about well- being.

The very idea of posthumous harms or benefits is philosophically very controversial. Can events after a per-
son's death affect the value of that person's life? Most rule- consequentialists simply ignore posthumous interests. 
The most natural justification for this omission is that, even if they exist, posthumous interests do not systemati-
cally conflict with present and future interests. If we do our best for present and future people, then we will also 
promote any morally important posthumous interests of past people.

However, in the last generation, where (a) there are no future people, (b) present people are vastly outnum-
bered by past people, and (c) all remaining posthumous interests converge on the present, past and present in-
terests may conflict. If we recognise any posthumous interests— if present actions can affect the well- being or 
meaningfulness of past lives— then they may trump all present interests.

Rule- consequentialism would then be extremely demanding, in a way that is very hard to avoid. In other cases, 
Hooker moderates rule- consequentialism's demands by noting that the costs of teaching a demanding morality 
are borne, not only once, but in every subsequent generation (Hooker, 2000, pp. 159– 175). Because all moral 
patients are also moral agents, any sacrifice imposed on all agents is also imposed on all patients. But this moder-
ating factor no longer applies in the last generation. The ideal code can therefore become especially demanding 
at humanity's end, when any moral code will only be internalised once and the costs of passing on a moral code to 
new generations disappear from the rule- consequentialist's calculations.

Rule- consequentialists could simply reject posthumous benefits and harms, along with agnosticism about 
well- being. Perhaps the very idea of a consequentialist tyranny of the past is itself a reductio of the very idea 
of posthumous interests! More modestly, rule- consequentialists could insist that, even if they do exist, post-
humous interests are lexically inferior to present interests. Morality never requires us to sacrifice the living 
for the dead.

However, this wholesale rejection (or downgrading) of significant posthumous interests is ad hoc. It also un-
dermines the central multigenerationalist strategy of appealing to our collaboration with the past in order to 
ground present meaning.

Multigenerationalism offers rule- consequentialism a more ambitious solution. It argues that the interests of 
past and present people coincide because working together to give the human story the best ending is what is best 
for all generations. Connections between generations are a two- way street. We cannot sacrifice all present mean-
ing to promote posthumous interests— because past generations can only posthumously benefit if their present 
descendants flourish. A multigenerational project that harmed the last generation would not be good for earlier 
generations either.

5.5 | Procreative freedom at Humanity's end

Can rule- consequentialism deliver procreative freedom when (and only when), on reflection, we think it should?
We might initially worry that rule- consequentialism will prohibit procreation whenever things are getting 

worse. Anyone in the penultimate generation who applies the flexible lexical rule based on their own expectations 
will be unwilling to procreate if any new generation would be worse- off. If there is any last- generation burden, 
then procreation is forbidden at humanity's end.
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As we saw earlier, rule- consequentialism uses Relativism to rebut this particular objection. The lexical level 
adjusts to changing circumstances. Rule- consequentialism does not insist on standards that are no longer possible. 
But we now face the opposite worry that rule- consequentialism will require too much procreation. Will the penul-
timate generation feel obliged to create lives that are barely worth living or otherwise not good enough? Without 
an obligation to procreate, there is a real danger that no one will procreate— even though future lives would have 
added value.

On the other hand, introducing this kind of procreative obligation into our ideal code raises other difficulties. 
No moral outlook can ask people to act against the best interests of their own children without citing values that 
are widely shared within that outlook itself. A moral obligation that goes against most people's actual values could 
not be internalised. The new generation will only be created if most people believe that it should be.

Whichever way we turn, rule- consequentialist procreative ethics faces serious difficulties if intergenerational 
decline is unavoidable.

Multigenerationalism offers a radical solution. It insists that intergenerational decline is avoidable, and there-
fore rule- consequentialism must avoid it. Even if the last generation are worse- off in some respects, they need not 
be worse- off all- things- considered. The threat of future intergenerational decline prompts the present generation 
to lower their own expectations— sacrificing some well- being or meaning to improve future lives. The ideal code 
spreads the burden of human extinction across all remaining generations.

5.6 | Mutual support: Multigeneratonal rule- consequentialism

Rule- consequentialism needs multigenerationalism to avoid extreme or absurd demands. On the other side, rule- 
consequentialism supports multigenerationalism.

Rule- consequentialism is collective for two interlocking reasons. First, it sees morality as a collective project— a 
task given to us collectively, not to each of us individually. Rule- consequentialism asks what we together can do to 
best promote the good. Second, rule- consequentialism denies that individual act- consequentialism is the correct 
answer to this collective question. What we should do together is not the sum of what each of us should do individ-
ually. We can do better together than any of us could do on their own. The ideal moral outlook is not exhausted 
by the act- consequentialist reason to promote the good.

Rule- consequentialism could ask what our generation, on its own, should do. But a more consistent collective 
consequentialism asks instead what humanity as a whole— spread across all generations— should do. Our collec-
tive moral project is multigenerational. We seek— not the best moral code for our generation— but rather the best 
moral code for the rest of human history. Just as human nature places limits on the content of the ideal moral 
outlook that can be internalised by (or taught to) any given generation, it also places limits on the flexibility of mo-
rality from one generation to the next. Act- consequentialism's moral code is infinitely flexible from one situation 
to the next— applying the simple consequentialist rule to any new situation. Rule- consequentialism replies that 
this will not work in practice. Similarly, single- generation consequentialists picture a moral code that is infinitely 
flexible from one generation to the next— so that children might apply radically different rules from their parents. 
Multigenerational rule- consequentialism replies that this will not work in practice. Other things equal, things go 
better if each generation follows a moral code learnt by observing and imitating its parents. Gradual evolution is 
superior to radical change.

Once rule- consequentialism has interpreted our moral task as collective and intergenerational, it makes sense 
to also adopt collective intergenerational foundational values. My life goes better if I join with others— and other 
generations— in some larger task, tradition, or project that transcends all our individual lives and lifetimes. And the 
value of human history might depend on distributive or structural factors distinct from total well- being. It matters 
in itself that the human story ends well, or that the last generation is not worse- off than its predecessors. Adding 
a last generation whose lives are much worse is not the best way for humanity to end. Even total utilitarian values 
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favour a more equal distribution of resources, if only because of diminishing marginal utility. But the case for in-
tergenerational equality is greatly strengthened if our foundational values include some non- utilitarian egalitarian 
element.

Rule- consequentialism prefers a single outlook that evolves from one generation to another, where the same 
general moral tendencies, principles, outlooks, and values can be extended from the non- ending world to the 
ending world, and then from earlier to later generations in the ending world, and finally from the penultimate gen-
eration to the last generation. Insofar as multigenerationalism succeeds, it provides a coherent intergenerational 
moral outlook that evolves over time, just as rule- consequentialism needs. And, in its turn, rule- consequentialism 
provides additional reasons for believing that multigenerationalism will succeed.

Rule- consequentialism works best if multigenerationalism is true. And rule- consequentialism in its turn sup-
ports multigenerationalism. Rule- consequentialism and multigenerationalism are mutually reinforcing.

Multigenerational rule- consequentialism is a very ambitious philosophical project. It must defeat the chal-
lenges of pessimism and demandingness, defend the permissibility of procreation in the ending world, and pre-
serve rule- consequentialism's moderate liberal credentials. Two tools may help rule- consequentialism to meet 
these challenges. First, reflective equilibrium is a moving target. Reflection on undesirable futures should trans-
form, not only our views about what rule- consequentialism says, but also our considered moral judgements about 
what it should say. The ideal code for a broken or ending future may not match our optimistic, affluent moral 
judgements. But it may yet match the judgements we would hold after we have thought through the harsh realities 
of life at humanity's end (Mulgan, 2015).

A second resource is the perennial utilitarian commitment to future moral progress. The best rule- 
consequentialist response to the diverse challenges of competing possible futures is to teach a moral code that 
enables future generations to develop and exercise their own moral imaginativeness (Mulgan, 2017, 2018). The 
development of an ideal code that promotes moral imaginativeness is not a pious hope, nor a purely philosophical 
exercise. It must draw on empirical work on the plasticity of human moral thinking, and on the historical conditions 
that have promoted or thwarted past leaps in moral understanding (cf. Buchanan & Powell, 2018). But it is at least 
not unreasonable for rule- consequentialists to hope that the same flexible liberal moral code that adapts to both 
improvements and declines in human fortunes, could also enable our descendants to flourish at humanity's end 
better than we ourselves can even imagine.
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